
LET 

BUT HOW? 



A simple and powerful way to liberate yourself. 

Release the past and make room for the real authentic you.       

Be free from limitations and upgrade your experience.

Foreword

This book has been created to help you with 
recurring unprocessed emotions or unwanted 
repeating situations in life (patterns).

Perhaps you know the feeling of not being able to 
overcome things that happened long ago, or 
perhaps you deal with grief or loss, or maybe you 
do not know how to change triggers in your life 
that get you worked up over and over again - 
perhaps this happens even though you are aware 
of what's going on or why - or maybe you just 
want to grow out of who have been and live the 
life of the real you in the present moment. 
Whatever you wish to let go of or free yourself of, 
this book will help you with exactly those topics.

As long as we are dealing with something that 
can express itself as an emotional disturbance in 
your system, we can address it with this method.
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1. Course overview

Who is this course for?

Freedom Lovers, Self Growers, Ascenders, Explorers,   

Healers, Leaders, Workers, Teachers, Students, 

Parents, Children,  Family and Friends. 

Anyone who wishes to accomplish one or more of the 

following in their life:



Free Yourself

You want to be free from unwelcome, 

limiting and outdated behaviors, symptoms, 

identities, habits, mindsets, fears, 

experiences, beliefs, personality structures 

or patterns.



Drop The Burden

You need to leave painful experiences in the 

past, heal, relax and enjoy relief.



Get To Know Your Inner World

You wish to learn discernment between 

intuition, emotion and programming and 

discover the difference between your true 

nature and your false identities. You want to 

amiliarize yourself with your inner 

landscape.



Save Lots Of Money And Time

You want to safe lots of money and also lots 

of time on healing work and therapy 

sessions by becoming your own coach and 

healer. You want to be independent and 

capable of transforming your life yourself.



Grow

You want to upgrade, expand, grow, liberate 

and ascend yourself.

You want to live to the fullest of your true 

nature and shine your brightest light. 



Be Brave

You want to be able to face fear, uncertainty, 

discomfort, confusion and instability with 

valor and courage. You want to become 

present, fierce and strong in the presence of 

challenging situations.



Stand your ground

You need more stability in yourself and in 

your life. You want to be able own your 

authority, stand your ground and be finally 

full of yourself.



Take Charge

You want to take charge of your feeling 

world and emotional well being and make 

the right decisions for your life. 

You want to be in command.



Time to move on

You feel stuck, trapped or limited by your 

current experience. You need a powerful 

transformation, forward movement or a real 

nice juicy adventure.



Practice your Intuition

You want to learn about the connection 

between your emotions, feelings and 

intuition. 

You want to update how you access this 

information.



Shine your Light

You want to be a beacon of love, light, 

healing and high frequency in this world. You 

wish to add your bright, powerful and 

spectacular nature and uplift everyone who 

comes in contact with you just by being in 

your presence.



Change the world

You know that you can change the world by 

changing your own inner world. What you 

do for yourself, you do for the world. 

Be the change you want to see.



Help Others

You wish to help, coach or teach others 

easily how to free themselves as well. 

You may wish to integrate this technique in 

your healing profession and offer it as a 

service for your clients.



Clearing Clutter is Crucial

Liberate yourself from everything

that YOU ARE NOT.

Be present in your life for yourself and in the life of others.



How all this works and why it is so powerful

Removing clutter

This technique removes emotional clutter from your system. 

Everything that is not you. Trauma, discomfort, stresses, tensions, 

burdens, confusions etc.

Liberating yourself

Underneath the clutter is the true authentic perfect you.

You can be yourself, be free of stresses, discomfort and disturbances, 

live your life to the fullest and access your intuition without 

interference.

How did this stuff get there?

• Subconscious automation in your system based on past experiences

• Behaviors that served you at some point but are now restricting
progress

• Fear based emotional defense patterns

• Oppressed, denied and avoided problems

The problem is not the situation, but how you experience it and how 

you got there. 

If you are able to observe a situation with a calm unattached 

awareness and therefor being able to access the information from 

your intuition via the clarity of your true feeling nature instead of the 

distorted confusion and misinformation of your emotions, you can 

make the right choices and decisions. They now come from a place of 

realistic and truthful discernment. This is because you are not basing 

them unknowingly on fear and the past, but on the requirements and 

the highest potential of the present moment, in alignment with your 

unique being and experience.  You can now respond instead of react.



How do we get rid of it?

1. If we meet an emotion without resistance, it can be resolved.
The pressure in our system disappears and healing and balance
follow.

2. You are not the emotion, the pattern or the problem at hand.
Un-identifying yourself and acknowledging your own true nature
makes room for change. This is the place from which you address
what you want to let go of.

3. The emotion is not holding on to you. You are holding on to it. This
is a very powerful realization which makes non resistance and
letting go easy.

4. The trick is to stop avoiding what is causing you discomfort.
Giving full undivided attention to something we have denied,
avoided or suppressed, while having no resistance to it, makes
room for what is really going on, creates clarity. By giving it space
and allowing its full presence, we can make room for the truth of
what it really is in the present moment and let it go.

5. Giving your full attention to a feeling expands it because it is
natural to your system and has a beneficial, growing, upgrading
energy to it that is always for you. Giving attention to an emotion
releases it resulting in its dissolution, change or disappearance.

I did it - now what? 

• Enjoy how you really feel and who you really are, 

right now. 

• Experience yourself, your life and your relationships in a 

new light. 

• Make better decisions from a clear view point and based on 

what you really need in the present moment.   



1) It is THE shortcut

There are many letting go techniques and many ways 

to clear yourself permanently. 

In all of my diverse spiritual training this is my favorite 

technique ever. 

Why? 

It is the quickest, most effective and most efficient 

method there is to get to the bottom of what is 

hindering our progress.

It also reveals the real, true already enlightened you in 

the most direct and simple way.

Why are we using this particular technique?



2) Removing Blockages

It removes what distorts, hinders or blocks our experience 

and natural flow in life.

This method clears the way from interference in our decision 

making processes, revealing the correct path forward.

3) Freedom

We can free ourselves permanently from the very recurring 

patterns that keep us imprisoned by attracting the same kind 

of experience and its accompanying emotional discomfort 

over and over again.

It enables us to experience life as it actually is, making it 

possible for us to access all of what is already available to us 

but has been buried until now. We can become clear, 

focused, stable, sovereign and positively unattached. 

We can unleash our full potential.



4) All in One

It can clear up many issues all at once. This method is perfect 

for removing the deep hidden root causes for many, 

sometimes seemingly unrelated problems all at once because 

they are connected by the same underlying fear. This makes 

this technique highly efficient and saves a ton of time dealing 

with clearing our path and our true nature.

5) Bullet proof clearing=

You can't go wrong with this method or mess anything 

up. You can use this technique on literally anything you 

are experiencing, not having to define what exactly it is 

you are addressing. Worst case nothing changes. 

This is a very simple and bullet proof approach!



6) Everyone can do it

No matter who you are, you can do this. 

You do not need any spiritual or psychological training, 
don't needto follow a certain path or method in order to 
accomplish this.

This works for people of all walks of life, no matter how 

young or how old, whether you never addressed your 

own system or whether you are well on your way in 

your self development.



You will no longer have to avoid the present moment 

by regretting the past or by planning the future. 

You can be comfortable where you are right now,
be in charge of your reality and move forward with 

an updated, upgraded, fresh and true outlook.

1) You will gain access to your true intuitive feeling nature, so

you can navigate your life in alignment with your highest

good and make the best choices for yourself.

2) You will learn how to free yourself permanently from

limiting experiences. In doing so you will make room for

your highest potential, putting yourself in the drivers seat.

You will be able to liberate yourself from subconscious

programming which is currently running your emotional

and material reality, your decision making and your

behaviors.

3) You will understand the mechanics of your inner world. You

will learn how to be in charge and at choice, to upgrade

and grow yourself in the best possible way.



How will we learn this?

Here is how this course is laid out for you:



Knowledge

You will gain valuable knowledge about why 
this is so important and about how your inner 
system works.

Step 1



Technique

You will learn a technique to quickly and easily release 

troublesome interference. 

You will learn about many different ways of using it 

and will understand how to utilize it effectively in your 

daily life.

Step 2



Sneak Attack

You will understand how to detect and 

directly target common issues that most 

people struggle with.

Step 3



Short and Long

You will have access to a short and concise 

overview as well as to a long and detailed 

version of the technique.  

Step 4



Upon Completion

You will have learned how to get rid of 
old crap, clear your space and truly be 

your own spectacular self.



2. Who IS running the show?

Our life is the summary of our decisions.

It is estimated that the average adult makes more 

than 35,000 decisions per day. 

The unconscious processing abilities of the 

human brain are estimated at roughly 10 million 

pieces of information per second.

Most are run be the subconscious.  

Auto pilot is running our life.  

Lets get back in the drivers seat!

We need to be aware of the fact that our decision 

making is mostly run by your subconscious, 

meaning a; department of our being that we have 

no immediate control over. 

We have to make an effort to change the 

programming.

These are your habits, your patterns, your fears, 

your preferences and aversions, likes and dislikes 

– linked to and often expressed as emotions.

Most of what is running your life is based on these

mechanisms.



This greatly limits your ability to truly decide and act based on what would serve your 

being according to its highest potential and the actual need of the present moment.

Instead - most of our decision making is on auto pilot referencing a past and its 

connected outdated emotional experience that is no longer relevant for the current 

situation at hand.

This results in your system mostly aiming at avoiding what is perceived as a “bad” 

emotional experience, based on the reward and punishment model that is deeply 

ingrained in us.

Let us make deliberate, conscious choices for our lives!

Decisions made from a place of fear, doubt or confusion do not serve your highest potential.

Decisions made from a place of clarity and unattached awareness steer us in the right direction.



• Deleting old programs frees up your energy and

creates room for clarity and healing.

• It will also give you a fresh and clear perception

of your current circumstances.

• Mastering these teachings will equip you with the

right tools to quickly and thoroughly respond to

stresses, permanently eliminating them and with

that freeing yourself from the very source of

recurring destructive patterns.

• This affords you to be conscious and at choice

when responding to anything.

In this course you will learn how to make room for 

a truthful assessment of the present situation, 

how to navigate from a place of clarity and how 

to free yourself from all emotional baggage, 

things that no longer belong in our system.

https://vimeo.com/
https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fplayer.vimeo.com%2Fvideo%2F113569548%3Fapp_id%3D122963&dntp=1&display_name=Vimeo&url=https%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F113569548&image=https%3A%2F%2Fi.vimeocdn.com%2Fvideo%2F516824684_1280.jpg&key=5cbac80a25df462a99e58eccd801acc0&type=text%2Fhtml&schema=vimeo


3.  What is intuition? How does it work?

And why do we care?

Intuition is your living antenna from your unique 3 dimensional being to your 

greater unique multidimensional being, which is connected to source, to all there 

is, the very source of well being, expansion and life.

Our emotional clutter covers up our intuition.

This distorts the interpretation of the messages we receive from our intuition.

By clearing up the past with this method, our Intuition becomes easily accessible to us.

We can feel who we really are.

Stuff that doesn't belong 

in our system distorts our 

perception and limits our 

experience.

Our true nature is 

expansive and connected. 

Communication with your 

intuition is clear.



Here Is How Intuition Works 

• Your intuition always offers ways to improve your  experience.

• It is the pure unadulterated channel which is customized to the particular needs of your very  unique being.

• Intuition references the present moment and all of its needs and possibilities, not the past and its expired
experiences.

• It is therefore a fresh living truth that carries all the information you need in order to meet the current
situation.

• It can inform you how to grow and upgrade yourself in living motion and in the specific, best possible way

that is customized for your unique expression.

• It is the ultimate authority on what works best in your current circumstances.

• It is meant to inform you and help you to be discerning while making major life decisions.

(Your mind cannot do that for many reasons but mainly because it can only reference the past and is mostly

also overwritten or guided by outdated subconscious patterns, therefore has extremely limited capabilities

to serve your best interest).

• Everyone has an intuition. It is always there, always “on” and fully functional.

• It runs your entire system, except for when you overwrite it. You cannot switch it on or off, enhance it or

change it. It is your inherent nature.

• All you can do is get out of the way of a perfect living source of benevolent information that is always for you,

has an overview over your situation including people components that you are entirely unaware of, and has

your highest interest at heart.

• There is NOTHING you need to or CAN do about your intuition.

• There are MANY things you can do to get out of the way, like applying this method.

• Your true feeling nature is a big part of the language of your intuition.

• This is what we are practicing in this course – to remove interference stemming from our distorted and loud

emotional reality in order to hear the calm, quiet, steady and true voice of our real feelings. Utilize our own

inner language instead of relying on outside prompting and affirmation.

• This way you can feel what is really going on and interpret incoming information accurately. We can free

ourselves from the entrapment and bondage of fear and resistance.

• We can be in integrity with our own nature, a unified, integrated way of thinking, feeling, speaking and

acting. We can be truly free.



The difference between feelings and emotions

In this lesson we will learn to identify which is which and why the difference is 

important.

These two words are used in many different ways, with many different meanings. 

For the sake of; vocabulary, clarity and definition in this course we will 

differentiate between feelings and emotions.

• We will here call “emotions” what are unnecessary stressors and distortions in your system –

they cover up and mask our true feelings and intuition. Emotions stem from suppressed,

denied and unprocessed problems in your life. They keep coming back to you so they can be

resolved. Emotions point at inharmonious processes, success or failure. This is what we will

learn to let go of. In fact the only thing that is possible to remove with this method is an

emotion.

• We will here call “feelings” what is a language of your intuition. Feelings show us the way out

of emotions. They are a genuine native part of yourself, stay and grow with you and cannot

be removed. This is very important to know because it means you can use this technique on

literally anything you are experiencing, not having to know whether it is a feeling or an

emotion, or a mix of both, since you cannot remove anything that is a vital part of your

being.

Example: You can cover up love with pain but that doesn't eliminate the love in you because 

it is part of your true nature. 

You can however let go of the pain and have easier access to your love. If you are 

experiencing love mixed with pain, you can let go of the whole mix but will keep 

the love in an expanded, clearer, fresh, updated and truthful expression of what 

actually IS happening for you right now.

This makes this method a bullet proof approach!

4.  Feelings vs. Emotions
Discernment and Polarities

If we meet an emotion without resistance, it can be resolved. 

The pressure in our system disappears and healing and balance follow.



Feelings:  

Are real and true information, your 

antenna to your highest good. They are 

constructive and point at the highest 

possibility for your well being, growth 

and upgrade. They generally feel calm, 

quiet, consistent and stable.    

Emotions: 

Are loud, false, alarming, 

warning and cause thought and 

pressure. They are stressers 

in your system which are 

symptoms of fear based patterns. 

They point at underlying issues 

that can be released. 

Please  keep in mind that these trades are not generally "good" or "bad". 

We are solely looking at what things would actually feel like when you are on the wrong 

or right track.

The purpose of this exercise is that we want to find the extremes and polarities in us so 

we can identify what it is we are experiencing in any given circumstance. 

What does the right decision or situation feel like? What does the wrong decision or 

situation feel like? 

Feelings - 

language of our==

true nature

warm expansive

bright light



light weight soft

gentle subtle

clear transparent

calm steady

stable solid

orderly precise

direct relief

relaxation release



centered grounded

ease simple

smooth constructive

beautiful appealing

attractive pulling

truth knowing

acceptance fresh

real loving



Emotions -

distortions in our

�eld

caring compassionate

certainty healthy

free certainty

alert powerful

strong

cold contracted

dull dark



heavy hard

rough coarse

foggy muddy

agitated disturbed

unstable wavering

chaotic sloppy

wishy washy burden

tension clinging on



lost ungrounded

pressure complicated

rough destructive

ugly repelling

unattractive pushing

lie confusion

resistance stale

fake hatred



cruel sel�h

uncertainty pain

suffocating con�icted

numb powerless

week

Polarities

Stress in your system can come from the punishment and reward system.

All of these are two ends of the same stick.

TIP: 

Feeling “good” or feeling “bad” can be deceiving. Feel for what feels just “right”: 
balanced, normal, healthy, clear, even keeled, sober, grounded and stable.

Happiness and Sadness Hope and Fear Wanting and Not Wanting Success and Failure



5.  Letting Go - why, what, when and how

Freedom is being your own authority, 

referencing your own discernment.

It is being independent of outside influences.

It is your natural state of being.
Freedom means having command over and being in 

charge of your thoughts, processes and actions.

WHY are we letting go?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

You can be free by using your intuition for decision making 

Be free of outside influences and authorities. 

Read your own feeling language.

Navigate your inner world and be empowered in your unique experience.

Letting go clears the vision and calms the moment.

You get out of the way, so pure customized information can reach you.

The way to intuition is to remove everything that you are not

Done properly, this technique removes old patterns swiftly and permanently.8



• Because you learn to navigate your precious feeling nature,

get comfortable with it and use it constructively.

• Because you can learn to read yourself and know when you

are acting out of your true nature and when you are playing

out an identity, belief or pattern.

• Because you learn how to tell who you really are vs. the things

that are just hanging out in your system, which you have

mistakenly identified with.

• Because you yourself can now heal yourself, break negative

patterns, remove what you are not and reveal the real

beautiful, capable and intelligent you.

• Because you can now save your money and your time on

healing sessions, become the remedy and authority in your

emotional health.

• Because you can show others how to do the same.

You will learn to trust yourself again.

• Because you can liberate your true nature.

• Enlightenment is your natural state of being without all of the

accumulated clutter.

• Because we can break free and liberate us from patterns in a

split second and forever.

https://vimeo.com/
https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fplayer.vimeo.com%2Fvideo%2F113569548%3Fapp_id%3D122963&dntp=1&display_name=Vimeo&url=https%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F113569548&image=https%3A%2F%2Fi.vimeocdn.com%2Fvideo%2F516824684_1280.jpg&key=5cbac80a25df462a99e58eccd801acc0&type=text%2Fhtml&schema=vimeo


WHAT are we letting go of?

Things we can free ourselves from:

Things that don't belong to us and are not native to our 

system or nature. 

Fake identity structures which cause all kinds of 

distortions, discomfort and difficulties in our lives.

These can show up as:

1) Emotions

Signified by a sensation of stress, pressure, weight or 

pain  

2) Disturbances

Fear, hope, expectations, projections, pain, trauma, 

beliefs, identities, mental constructs, likes, dislikes, 

attractions, aversions, projections, contraction, burden, 

chaos, stories, conflict, instability, imbalance, sogginess, 

confusion, illusion, detours, guilt and shame.



WHEN can we let go of something? 

• when we are dealing with exhausting emotional situations

• when we get stuck in a loop, a destructive repeat pattern or recurring stress

over time

• when a pressure or stress arises suddenly in any given moment

• on the go in daily life – spontaneously hitting the delete button

• in repeat sessions addressing the same stubborn issue, getting to the bottom

of the real root cause, detecting the real underlying issue

• in a split second when our system has adopted the technique as a habit and

therefore has formed a new neuron path which makes it easy to respond and

clear up junk instantaneously

• during introspection time - remembering and addressing trauma or

discomfort in a quiet, calm and protected space

• In your meditations:

a. Before: You want to settle in and quiet your mind before you start. Let go

of what is disturbing you.

b. During: You want to go deeper into meditation and especially into

transcendence. Let go of where you are at the present stage of your

meditation. You can always go deeper and more inward into the quieter,

more subtle layers by releasing the current experience, no matter what

that is.

c. After: You wish to integrate your meditation. While you are still sitting

still and process, slowly coming out of it. Let go of all sensations that

arise as an aftermath of your meditation time. This way you can

integrate and complete your experience in a smooth way and clear up

everything that has been processed out in the silence, whether you are

aware of it or not.



HOW are we letting go?

• By understanding that we are holding on to an emotion, that it is not holding on to us

• By utilizing this ancient streamlined and highly effective and efficient method

• By practicing awareness and acceptance of the truth in the present moment

• By using this step by step technique

• By understanding that the emotion is not who we are and differentiating us from it

• By feeling the difference between our real state of being and what it is that we are
letting go of

• By removing resistance to what we do not want to experience

• By developing courage in the face of fear and learning to be steady in any

uncomfortable situation

• By learning to observe and witness what really IS with unattached awareness

• By perceiving what is really happening vs. projecting something unto what we have

resisted against

• By not interpreting, excusing, explaining, naming or justifying what we are
experiencing

• By not confusing a present emotion with the past situation it stemmed from

• By not confusing the emotion with us, by identifying who we are and what we are
not

• By not involving ourselves any longer, not engaging, interacting or taking any action

• By allowing the natural state to occur, welcoming it, letting it be, letting it go

https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fplayer.vimeo.com%2Fvideo%2F113569548%3Fapp_id%3D122963&dntp=1&display_name=Vimeo&url=https%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F113569548&image=https%3A%2F%2Fi.vimeocdn.com%2Fvideo%2F516824684_1280.jpg&key=5cbac80a25df462a99e58eccd801acc0&type=text%2Fhtml&schema=vimeo


6. Let Go – The Technique – Short - An Overview

How this works in 3 simple steps



1) Differentiate

Between the emotion and yourself

Identify what's bugging you knowing that this is NOT 
you. In fact it has nothing to do with you. 

Sometimes this is all it takes! 



2) Feel

100% of what is going on

Remove ALL resistance to it. Relax. Don't be afraid. 

Then feel into it, sense, fully experience, allow yourself 

to really know everything that has been suppressed, 

avoided or pushed away. 

Do not interfere or interact. Do not give it names, 

stories, labels or reasons for it being there. 

Just check it out and FEEL.



3) Let it go

Allow for it to be gone

Relax, accept, let it be, release, let it go. It never belonged to you.

The key here is to feel everything completely and to release all 

resistance, knowing that it is your decision to let go.



13 Steps To Freedom 

7. Let Go – The Technique – Detailed Description

Center and Listen – Be in the present moment just the way it is  and be willing to allow for everything that is  happening. Welcome with

gratitude what already is . Listen into the current s ituation.

1

Observe - Become aware of what is  bothering you: an emotion, a s ituation, a memory, a dream, a pressure, a recurring pattern, a stress, a

pain, a confusion, a burden. It is not important to know exactly what it is you are experiencing . Just identify the all over sensation you wish

to let go of.

2

Differentiate - Become aware of the fact that you are NOT the same as what is  bothering you. It is  not part of your system and therefore it

can be let go of. The reason why it is  still there is  because you have mistakenly and probably unconsciously identified yourself with it.

Acknowledge that this has nothing  to do with you.

3

Decide - Be consciously willing to exist without what you are experiencing, not knowing what that will be like for you. Include the

discomfort of the uncertainty into your experience. Perhaps it takes a moment of courage, but make the decis ion to let go.

4

Unattached awareness – Just observe without involving yourself. Witness what IS as something that in fact has nothing to do with you. You

do this  by knowing that you are not what you are experiencing, that it is  just something that (for whatever reason) was hanging out in your

system. You can notice how this  is  no match to the true nature of your being. Notice the difference and the contrast. Perhaps you are able

to notice how you would feel without it. Notice where it is . Notice how it is. Perhaps you are able to detect the form, the shape, the

texture, the color, the s ize or the behavior of what is  going on. Notice whether it changes. Notice how that might be different from what

you thought it was, how perhaps it is  different from your previous perception or projection or from what you thought it would be like, now

that you do not have your own story mixed into it and can just experience it for what it actually is . Carry a feeling  dispassion while you are

dealing  with the emotion.

5

Feel – Sense and experience ALL of it. Completely feel all of what you do not want to feel. Really feel what it feels  like exactly the way it is .

Do not make it bigger or smaller. Do not avoid the level of discomfort it actually has for you. Do not cut the process short. Do not wallow in

it, give it more importance then it really has or inflate it. Do not give it a name or story or reason why it is  there. Just feel it exactly the way it

actually feels  – no more, no less.

6

Full attention – Give it 100% of your full focus and attention until you feel the complete experience with everything that is  a part of it. This

might feel odd s ince it is  the exact opposite of what you have been doing so far - which is  why it is  still here, screaming at you to get it out

of your system. Using your intention and authority over your own being, decide that everything is  included that belongs to this

experience, whether you are aware of it right now or not. Give it all the attention it never had until you feel complete in that there is  nothing

more that could be experienced and included. Once an emotion has your full attention it will seize to act out as pressure.

7

Remove resistance – By removing resistance we do the opposite of what we have been doing so far: pushing it away, numbing ourselves,

avoiding it, oppressing it or moving it out. This  is  the very reason why it is  still there and has the ability to repeat itself. By resisting it we

hold on to it and keep it in our system! This  is  KEY to understand. So that's  why now we do the opposite: Stop struggling with it. Stop

avoiding it. Stop fearing it. Be willing  to be uncomfortable for a moment in order to let it go forever. Let it come closer and closer and let it

even surround you while feeling it all and giving it your full attention – fully knowing and discerning that you are not it. Feel into it's  heart (this

is  the place of no resistance). Breathe calmly. Remember that what you are feeling is  just that – an emotion – NOT the story, memory and

8



/or the actual experience that goes along with it in your mind. This  in and of itself does not pose a threat to you. Relax in it's  presence and

just observe. Do NOT take any action. Do not clear it out. Do not engage. Do not resist. Do not defend. Do not argue or start a dialog. Do not

interact in ANY way. Just let it BE there. Just allow for it to be exactly what it is  – no more, no less. Then notice whether it changes, morphs

or transforms in any way, dissolves or disappears. It is  very possible that is  has already disappeared at this  point. By resisting  it, you have

been holding  on to the emotion. It did not hold on to you.

Let it go – Inwardly and calmly give the command for release, give yourself permission to relieve yourself from it, to let it go. Allow it to

transform, shift or dissolve or just be somewhere else until it is  gone. Give it permission to leave. Decide that you can live without it. If you

can, do it with gratitude, welcoming this  experience. This  is  a very powerful way to remove all resistance. Let it be and let it go.

9

Shift your focus - away from the emotion. To your higher self, your true perfect inner being, your unique core essence. To you.10

Feel the aftermath – If you sense that there is  something else following right afterwards: Feel into what is  coming up next, right at the heels

of what just left - often there is  something revealing itself following the dissolution of the emotion. This  is  an underlying anchor, the actual

root cause that held it in place. Just briefly observe, feel into it, give it attention with unattached awareness and let it move through and out

as well. This  will usually happen rather quickly. Let it do that. Do not s low it down. Do not give it any added importance. Just feel it.

11

Let it go as well – allow it to transform, shift or dissolve until it is  gone. This  is  usually a very short, quick or lesser experience, but

necessary to let go of as well if it presents itself.

12

Expand and Listen – Feel the truth and reality that unfolds in the space that is  now freed up which had been occupied by the previous

distortion. You know that this method has worked if you have a strong  sense of expansion and relief. You can breathe more freely, you may

feel more light weight, especially in your chest area, shoulders and back. Your mind will be calm and clear and there could be a feeling of

vast spaciousness. It can even feel empty. It is  not really empty, it's  just the contrast to what was before, the absence of loud distortion, a

much more subtle and calm reality. You may even have forgotten what the big  problem was a minute ago . It is  possible that you can't even

remember what you have been working on. This  is  great! It means it has been completely wiped. Leave it be and focus on the current

moment Just enjoy the feeling of liberation and give it enough time to settle . Observe in gratitude the wisdom of the situation – if it presents

itself, understanding now what really happened, sometimes in contrast to the previous perception. This  will inform your system how to

recognize it well the next time it wants to come around. At that time you will be consciously at choice whether to let it be part of your

experience or not.

13

Integrate – Sit with it. Let everything else that was part of the experience move out as well. Sit quietly and let everything come up and

pass through that no longer has a place with you. Just observe the vast open space that is  now filled with the real you. Feel what is  really

there now, that which was covered up by something that had nothing to do with you. Enjoy experiencing  yourself, your true being , in the

full truth of the present moment, its freedom, clarity and relief.

14

The key here is to feel everything 

completely and to release all resistance,

knowing that it is your decision to let go.



Key Points To Keep In Mind

You do not need to identify what exactly is bothering you!

In fact, it is often easier to let go of something less defined since the mind 

cannot get involved and get in the way by connecting memories, references, 

definitions, experiences, reasons, stories and so on. 

You do not need to know what it is you are letting go of or where it 

originates from. Often it is actually easier if you don't and just name it “that”.

Emotions are symptoms.

You can also find the fear instead of the emotion. This is sufficient because 

the fear is the real problem. The emotion is only what points to it, a tension 

in your system.  

You do not have to be clear on what exactly you want to let go of and what 

not. You do not need to have a particular sensation isolated and defined!

Mostly we experience a mix of different sensations and information, some 

distorted, some clear, some past references, some present information. Let 

go of everything you are experiencing in the present moment, all of it 

together, all of it at once.

Remember:

What is real will stay and cannot be removed. It will only be clearer and more 

present afterward. Anything else will leave.

No need to micromanage – easy.



How would you know that it worked?

The main sensation is a noticeable all over instant sense of relief.

• There might be a spontaneous deep in and out breath.

• There is a feeling of vast expansiveness.

• Your thoughts are calmer or even completely still.
• Physically you can feel it in your heart (feels lighter), your chest (more room), your

shoulders (less weight/burden), perhaps your whole; body (less tension/ease of

movement). Perhaps you can stand up straighter and with more ease. You could feel

physically lighter and; generally unburdened.

• All over you will be more clear and you will feel more relaxed.

TIP

If you know you are doing everything exactly right but the emotion doesn't 

disappear, then the following could be the case:

EITHER
you are letting go too soon, before you could feel and give attention to the 

FULL experience.

OR
Sometimes we have to dig through a few layers in order to get to the actual 

issue that holds all the others in place, the root cause for a lot of other 

symptoms that are floating more on the surface of your perception. It could 

be that we have encountered a decoy emotion that we are familiar with and 

are more likely to acknowledge or willing to accept. It disguises the real issue 

that lies hidden underneath, holding this one and others in place.  

Here is what you do:

Feel or sense for an underlying or background weight, burden or stress.

This literally feels like it is hidden either under or behind the emotion you are 

exploring. It is the primary fear that is the anchor for everything else that is 

floating on top or in front of it. 

Focus on that one instead, applying the same technique.

Let it go. 



Fine Tuning 

3 different ways to go about it

8. Let Go - 3 different ways

1

2

In the present moment while you are experiencing a disturbance. Feel 

into yourself and detect what is bothering you. Catch it right when it 

happens.

Deliberately seeking out an issue or repeat pattern which you are aware 

of. Address it in order to remove it from your system once and for all, 

whether it is presently disturbing you or not.

For the very brave – Head on confrontation Seeking out the most 

common fears on purpose, knowing that most people have them and you 

do probably as well.

3



Here is a more detailed explanation of our 3 different approaches 

In the present moment while you are experiencing a disturbance. Catch it right 

when it happens. Feel into yourself and detect what is bothering you.

Here are some examples of how this could show up in your present experience:

• an emotion – anything that does not feel peaceful, clear, relaxed and settled or

“right”

• a stress – an inward or outward conflict

• a pain – a physical or emotional pain

• a burden – a heaviness on your shoulders or a sense of overwhelm or “too much”

• a weight – a place in your emotions or body that feels physically heavy

• a density – a place in your emotions or body that feels tense, contracted, static or

rigid

• a memory – the sensation that arises connected to a past memory or future worry

• a dream – the underlying emotion that is present throughout the whole time,

regardless of the story, events or meaning of the dream

• a pressure – an emotional, physical, social or mental urge in need of relief, release

or action, can also be a compulsion, obsession, an addiction or flight or fight

moment

• a discomfort – a general sense of being unwell, unhappy or uncertain in any way

• a confusion -  a sense of disorientation, fogginess, or stress in the presence of

options

anything else that feels unbalanced, unclear, unstable or just not “right”

1

Deliberately seeking out an issue or repeat pattern which you are aware of. You 

can address it in order to remove it from your system once and for all, whether 

it is presently disturbing you or not. This is perfect for:

• Recurring pesky patterns. Know a familiar topic you want to work on. Feel into the memory of

what it always feels like when it occurs. If you can still feel it or if you can still be triggered by it,

then it is still in your system and can be released, no matter how old it is, no matter how long it

has been there and no matter how much you understand the reason for it's existence.

• Trauma work or intense past events. If they still have the same recurring effect on you when

they are remembered or triggered. No matter how long ago these things happened: If you can

still feel them and are anything but perfectly detached, clear, stable, nonchalant and peaceful in

the presence of the memory – it is something that is still there and attracts distortion into your

life. In fact they are often the very root cause of the above mentioned patterns.

The good news is that no matter how heavy or long standing an issue was in your life, it can be solved in a split 

second and forever because we are removing its root cause.

How to go about it:

Call up a specific memory or knowing of what you wish to work on. Ideally have it be the very specific time and 

place when it occurred that is most vivid and real to you. It is more important that you can feel it most vividly then 

that it is the most intense or important or worst out of all of the events in this series or pattern of experiences. Call 

it up until you can feel it completely. Apply the technique. Let it go.

2



For the very brave - direct confrontation in a deep dive

Seeking out the most common fears on purpose, knowing that most people have 

them, so it might just lurk about hidden in your system as well.

Elect an issue that is common for most everyone. There are fear based components that are 

running our subconscious that can be very hard to detect or feel because they are so well disguised 

and hidden under layers of our personality and identity structure. We might also simply not be able 

to admit to ourselves that we have them (still) in our system. The ego cannot cope with the notion 

that you would be that much in fear. It just doesn't make you look good in front of your mistaken 

identity. These fears are often the root cause of many lesser fears and disturbances, so ingrained in 

our system that they can be hard to get a handle on. By inverting the process and deliberately 

seeking them out, just knowing that there is a 99% chance that they are there, we can free ourselves 

from things we would not be able to feel on a surface level. We can also uproot everything else that 

grew on top of it in one fell swoop. Often there's an entire landscape gone once we are done.

Most common issues - Here are the usual suspects 

How to go about it: 

Fake it 'til you make it. You can apply the technique by exploring what it WOULD feel like IF you 

where:

• week

• powerless

• hopeless

• helpless

(These are the main underlying fears which carry most other fears)

You can also try on the following emotions as a starting point because they 

might be easier to access and then use them to dig deeper. 

Most likely you will arrive at one of the above mentioned ones:

• shame

• guilt

• lost/disoriented/aimless worthless/unworthy/scarcity issues useless

• unwanted/unseen

• afraid/timid

• hope/expectations

• confused/unstable

• trapped/stuck

• shunned/outcast/rejected violated/used

• vulnerable/exposed/unprotected grief/loss/abandoned

• numb/depressed/feeling nothing jealous, possessive, greedy

3



There are many more that you could use at an 

entry point to get to a root cause for a distortion 

in your life. 

Feel free to come up with a few of your own 

choice.

In your case – what are the most disturbing, 

annoying or aggravating emotions or situations 

you can think of? 

Make a list for yourself.

TIP: 

If you cannot identify things within yourself, 

have a close look at what bothers you most in 

other people and go ahead and work with that 

as a starting point. 

Really feel how upsetting that is.

Let it go.

https://vimeo.com/
https://cdn.embedly.com/widgets/media.html?src=https%3A%2F%2Fplayer.vimeo.com%2Fvideo%2F113569548%3Fapp_id%3D122963&dntp=1&display_name=Vimeo&url=https%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F113569548&image=https%3A%2F%2Fi.vimeocdn.com%2Fvideo%2F516824684_1280.jpg&key=5cbac80a25df462a99e58eccd801acc0&type=text%2Fhtml&schema=vimeo


Use it anywhere and anytime

Once you have a little experience and a good understanding of the basic 

technique, you can literally use it anywhere you are, without others knowing 

what you are doing.

Often you don't even have to go through the entire sequence. Issues just 

start to dissolve and disappear just by your willingness, resolution and 

determination for it to be released.

It is possible to let go of anything in a split second.

Try it while:

9. Let Go - On The Go – examples for daily life

Being in traffic – you know - those OTHER drivers ...1

Attending a business meeting – stressed out? Not feeling heard? Bored? ...2

Going on a date - stressed out? Not feeling heard? Bored? … :)3

Remembering something – having that impulse to push it away because here it is  again, rais ing its  ugly head4

You are going shopping – anything that happens randomly or as a re-occurrence in the exact same repeat s ituation – that person at  the

register? Don't have your favorite wine, again? Having to stand in line?

5

At the Gym – same dude occupying your machine? Music pounding too loud?6

Going through a photo album – getting stuck in nostalgia – was it really that great?7

Going through a photo album - skipping a set of pictures - was it really that bad?8

Waking up from a dream – that unsettled, weird, strange or terrifying sensation that was present throughout the dream  9

Giving into habitual grumpiness – perhaps you have that happen as a recurring theme in the morning – or in certain s ituations during the

day?

10

At the Thanks Giving Dinner or High School reunion – seeing THEM again11

Tempted to be reactive in an argument – just let go and explore what happens...12



Add your own daily activities that would lend themselves to an experiment!

Triggered by a particular s ituation - this  one thing you just can't keep your cool about13

Being depressed - feeling nothing at all often covers up an underlying oppressed anger14

A hopium moment - future expectations that keep you trapped in stress about an outcome while blocking all potential and possibilities

that arise for you in the present moment

15

Fear of the future - an idea based in the past being projected into the future, bypassing what is  actually going on in the present moment16

Positioning - finding yourself in the tension of being stuck on one particular viewpoint that may be outdated17

Feeling stuck in a cycle of being either punished or rewarded in the current s ituation18



The main points to remember: 

10. Summary

• You are not the emotion, the pattern or the problem at hand.

Stop identifying yourself with it. Create some distance.

Observe what is going on from the perspective of the real you.

• The emotion is not holding on to you. You are holding on to it.

• You are perfect underneath it all. These are just disturbances
floating on the surface of your immaculate being.

• Remove resistance by allowing what already is. It will not make
it worse, it will just loosen your grip and make room for change.

• Transformation is easy. No matter how intense, heavy or long

standing an issue is, it can be released in a second and with

ease. Be open to that possibility.



You will find a more detailed explanation below

You do not need to identify what exactly is bothering you!

In fact, it is often easier to let go of something less defined since the mind 

cannot get involved and get in the way by connecting memories, references, 

definitions, experiences, reasons, stories and so on. 

You do not need to know what it is you are letting go of or where it 

originates from. Often it is actually easier if you don't and just name it “that”.

Emotions are symptoms.

You can also find the fear instead of the emotion. This is sufficient because 

the fear is the real problem. The emotion is only what points to it, a tension 

in your system.  

You do not have to be clear on what exactly you want to let go of and what 

not. You do not need to have a particular sensation isolated and defined!

Mostly we experience a mix of different sensations and information, some 

distorted, some clear, some past references, some present information. Let 

go of everything you are experiencing in the present moment, all of it 

together, all of it at once.

Remember:

What is real will stay and cannot be removed. It will only be clearer and more 

present afterward. Anything else will leave.

No need to micromanage – easy.



You have made it! 

I am so happy you took the time to explore and grow 

yourself. 

If you liked this course and can think of people who this 

might be of help to, consider getting one for them as well 

or send them over! The gift that keeps on giving!

If you have any comments, suggestions or requests, please 

write to me. 

My email address is shamya@protonmail.com

I offer One on One Sessions and love guiding people 

through their transformational process. If you need help 

with this technique or anything else, you can book a session 

on my website or use the email above to get in touch. 

My website is: www.shamyafreedomworks.com

My website for artwork is: www.danielakelley.com

Please sign up to be on my newsletter: 

www.shamyafreedomworks.com/newsletter

You can receive discounts and announcements for 

upcoming courses and new products.  

Thank you for taking care of yourself and adding light, 

truth and positivity to the world! 

Perhaps I will see you in the next course.

Lots of LOVE to all of you. 

mailto:shamya@protonmail.com
http://www.shamyafreedomworks.com
http://www.danielakelley.com


code !

Thank you for purchasing this PDF. Since you are already 
well on your way, I thought its fair to give you a break on 
the other course material. 

This course also exists as an Interactive Online Course, as 
well as a physical book. You can get both on the website.

Please use the code: LGBH30OFF during the checkout.

Apply this code for any other products of this course "Let Go - But 
How" and receive 30% off. This is for one time per each customer but 
can be applied to several products. 

The book is letter size, sturdy and spiral bound. It is based on this 
PDF. Click Here to have a look.

The Interactive Online Course contains the following:

• On top of the material found in this PDF, the course also contains 
23 videos, 2 audio files, a bonus chapter with 13 more methods,    
a quiz and interactive components.

• Everything is spelled out as a text version, but each chapter also 
has its own video(s).
You can choose how you would like to learn, from video, from text 
or from both.

• The audio files contain guided meditations of the technique.    
This way you can experience it for yourself by just following along.

• Everything in this course is accessible the moment you receive it. 

There is no waiting required, nor is the completion of one chapter 

necessary in order to access another one. 

You are free to study in whichever order and at whatever speed 

you prefer.

• Get the Online Course now BY CLICKING HERE

mailto:shamya@protonmail.com
http://www.shamyafreedomworks.com
http://www.danielakelley.com
https://www.shamyafreedomworks.com/product-page/let-go-but-how-interactive-online-course
https://www.shamyafreedomworks.com/product-page/let-go-but-how-book-spiral-bound
https://www.shamyafreedomworks.com/product-page/let-go-but-how-book-spiral-bound
https://www.shamyafreedomworks.com/product-page/let-go-but-how-book-spiral-bound
https://www.shamyafreedomworks.com/let-go-but-how-course
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